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ABSTRACT
R obust D yn am ic Feedback and Variable Structure  
A daptive C ontrol o f  R igid  and F lexible Spacecraft
by
Yueming Zeng
Dr. Sahjendra N. Singh, Examination Com m ittee Chair 
Professor of Electrical Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This thesis presents control system s design for control of rigid and flexible 
spacecraft in the presence of param eter uncertainty and disturbance inputs. Two 
kinds of control systems are designed for the control of rigid spacecraft. For the 
design of the first controller, Rodrigues parameters and  modified Rodrigures pa­
rameters are used to  describe the orientation of spacecraft. A dynamic decouphng 
a ttitude control law is derived for the tracking of reference a ttitude trajectories. 
The singular perturbation  theory is used for the stability analysis of the closed-loop 
system. For the synthesis of the control law, only the a ttitu d e  error is required. 
The second control law for rigid spacecraft is derived choosing Euler angles as 
output variables, and using a  sim ilar design procedure as used for the first con­
troller. Finally, based on the  variable structure model reference adaptive control 
(VS-MRAC) theory, a  new control system  for the control of an orbiting flexible 
spacecraft is designed. For the derivation of control law, it is assumed th a t the pa­
ram eters and the  structu re  of the nonlinear functions in the  model are unknown. 
It is shown th a t in the closed-loop system  including the  VS-MRAC system de­
signed using bounds on uncertain functions, the pitch angle tracks given reference 
trajectory and the vibration is suppressed.
iii
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CH A PTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
M any nonlinear control problems involve uncertainties in the model parame­
ters. This may be due to a slow time variation of the param eters or due to an 
abrupt change in param eters. Nonlinearities can be intentionally introduced into 
the controller part of a  control system so th a t  model uncertainties can be toler­
ated. Thus, the subject of nonlinear control is an  im portant area of automatic 
control. In the past, the apphcation of nonhnear control methods had been Hm- 
ited by the com putational difficulty associated with nonlinear control design and 
analysis. In recent years, however, advances in com puter technology have greatly 
reheved this problem. Therefore, there is currently considerable enthusiasm for 
the research and apphcation of nonhnear control methods. The topic of nonhnear 
control design for large range operation has a ttrac ted  particular a tten tion  because, 
on the one hand, the  advent of powerful microprocessors has made the implemen­
tation of nonhnear controUers a  relatively sim ple m atter, and, on the o ther hand, 
m odem  technology, such as high-speed high-accuracy robots or high-performance 
spacecraft, is dem anding control system w ith  much more stringent design specifi­
cations. Nonhnear control occupies an  increasingly conspicuous position in control 
engineering.
In nonhnear system  uncertainties are always present, fundamentally because 
no m athem atical system  can exactly model a  physical system. Moreover, there
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
are always variations in param eters and unmodeled dynam ics. Two additional 
causes of discrepancy between th e  mathem atical model and  the physical system 
are as follows: intentional model simplification, such as linearization and model 
reduction; incomplete or inexact d a ta  from identification experiments. Choosing 
appropriate design methods, the influence of uncertainties on the closed-loop be­
havior can be reduced to a large extent. Two classes of nonlinear controllers are 
robust controllers and adaptive controllers. They deal w ith the  analysis and syn­
thesis of control systems to  satisfy various stabihty and perform ance specifications 
in the face of p lant uncertainty.
The term  adaptive control was introduced in the control Uterature in the late 
1950s and has developed into a  broad and vibrant field. Since the early 1960s 
there has been an  exponential grow th in adaptive control pubUcations, the earhest 
pubhcations originated in aerospace for flight control and continues to this day 
to  a ttrac t atten tions that for high incidence, high perform ing spacecraft. The 
need for adaptive control remains th a t of overcoming the difficulty of determining 
suitable control laws that are satisfactory over a wide range of operating points. A 
landmark in the evolution of the field is the proof of stab ility  of adaptive systems 
given in 1980 [48]. Following this, in the 1980s, interest shifted to robust adaptive 
control or the adaptive control of system s in the presence of perturbations.
The significance of the theory which developed around th e  term  robust control 
from 1972 on was the focus on m ulti-variable systems and synthesis. Robustness 
is the property of dynamic system s to  tolerate variations o f parts of the system 
without exceeding predetermined tolerance bounds in the vicinity of some n om in al 
dynamic behavior. A robust controller should guarantee closed-loop stability and 
acceptable performance not only for the nominal plant model but also for a  fam ily  
of plants, which, most Ukely, include the actual plant.
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
The main thrust of th e  research during the past decade has been in  the area of 
robust adaptive control where the aim is to assure the boundedness of all the signals 
in the system  even when external or internal perturbations are present. These 
perturbations include in time-varying parameters and structured nonlinearities as 
well as bounded external disturbances and the effects of the unmodeled part of the 
unknown plant.
In this thesis, three nonlinear control systems related with spacecraft control 
are presented. Two of them  are attitude control of spacecraft and the other is the 
control of spacecraft w ith elastic appendages. These systems have uncertainty in 
the system param eter, and  disturbance input. Different control m ethods were used 
for their controller design.
The problem of a ttitu d e  control of spacecraft has been the subject of active 
research. Spacecraft m otion is governed by nonlinear kinematic and  dynamic 
equations. For large-angle rotational maneuvers of spacecraft, optim al control 
technique, and Lyapunov and passivity approaches have been used [1-7]. A ttitude 
control with control constraints has been treated in [8]. Inverse and feedback Un- 
earizing a ttitu d e  controllers have been designed in [9-10]. For spacecraft models 
in the presence of uncertainty, variable structure and adaptive control techniques 
have been apphed for designing attitude controllers [11-17]. Variable struc tu re  con­
troller is essentially a  high gain feedback system and requires the knowledge of the 
bounds on the uncertain functions. The adaptive systems have high order dynamic 
controller for the adap tation  of gains. In these studies, kinematics o f spacecraft 
have been described using Euler angles, quaternion of rotation, Rodrigues param­
eters (Gibbs vector), and modified Rodrigues param eters [18].
Orbiting spacecraft w ith  flexible appendages are im portant for the purpose of 
communication, remote sensing and variety of space related research. Such space-
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
craft have a central rigid body to which are attached appendages such as antennas 
and solar panels. Large angle rapid ro tational maneuvers of such spacecraft are 
essential to meet mission requirements. However, rotational maneuvers of space­
craft cause elastic deformations in the flexible appendages. Dynamical models of 
space vehicles are nonhnear and include the rigid and flexible mode interaction. 
The large dimension of the s ta te  space, nonlinearity, and imcertainty in the system 
parameters pose considerable difficulty in  the design of the control systems.
Recently, considerable effort has been made to design control systems for the 
a ttitude control and vibration suppression of flexible spacecraft, and linear and 
nonhnear control systems for rotational maneuvers have been designed[24-36]. An 
exceUent survey of research in this area has been published by Hyland et al. which 
provides a good source of references [37]. Optim al control of flexible spacecraft has 
been considered in [24-31]. A perturbation  method has been used by Quinn and 
Meirovitch [32] for the derivation of a  feedback controUer. Based on Lyapunov 
stabihty theory, control system  has been designed in [33]. Geometric nonlinear  
control theory has been also used to ob ta in  inverse control laws for the maneuver 
of spacecraft [34-35]. In these studies, it is assumed that param eters of spacecraft 
are precisely known. Shding mode control has been designed for flexible spacecraft 
w ith external disturbance inputs [36]. However, synthesis of the controUers in these 
pubhshed works require measurement of s ta te  variables. Thus there is a  need to 
design control systems for large maneuvers of flexible spacecraft in the presence of 
param eter uncertainty and disturbance input, which can be synthesized only by 
feeding the output variables. Synthesis o f controUers using only output variable 
is of considerable importance since estim ation of state variables requires use of 
several sensors for flexible systems.
Now the contribution of this thesis is briefly described.
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1. Rigid Spacecraft Control
The derivation of a  new a ttitude  control laws for the attitude control of rigid 
spacecraft are derived in Chapters 2 and 3. The control torque is the output of 
a linear dynamic system driven only by the  attitude error. In the closed-loop 
system, asymptotic decoupling (feedback linearization) of the a ttitude  dynamics 
are obtained. Interestingly, unlike the shding mode controllers, bounds on the  
uncertain functions are not required for derivation. Moreover, synthesis of the  
attitude controUer is simple compared to  shding mode and adaptive controUers. In 
Chapter 2, Rodrigues and  modified Rodrigues parameters are used for designing 
controUers, and in C hapter 3, Euler angles are used as control output variables. 
The derivation of the a ttitu d e  controUer is based on a  recent result related to  
decouphng control of uncertain systems [19]. However, the controUer presented 
here differs shghtly since it includes error integral feedback for enhancing steady- 
s ta te  tracking performance. Moreover, based on singular perturbation theory, a  
complete stabihty analysis for the attitude control system is presented. Numerical 
results are presented using each controUer for the control of spacecraft.
2. Flexible Spacecraft
The design of a new control system for the control of a flexible spacecraft is done 
based on the theory of variable structure model reference adaptive control (VS- 
MRAC) [38-40], using only input and ou tpu t signals. Although, the approach of 
this thesis is apphcable to  spacecraft of different configurations, for definiteness, the 
spacecraft model considered here consists of a  rigid hub with two identical elastic 
appendages attached symm etrically to the central hub. The control system for 
the vehicle consists of a  single controUer in the  rigid part of the structure. Similar
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
6spacecraft models have been considered in [30] and  [35]. Unlike the published works 
in literature, the spacecraft model can include disturbance inputs, unstructured  
nonlinear functions, and unmodeled dynamics, and only pitch angle m easurement 
is required for the controller synthesis. Control using only pitch angle m easurement 
is very practical since measurement of flexible modes is not easy. However, it is 
assum ed that an upper boimd on the uncertain functions is given. It is shown 
th a t in the closed-loop system, pitch angle tracks given reference tra jectory  and 
vibration suppression is accomplished. Interestingly, the controller is obtainable 
from th e  param eter adaptive model reference adaptive control (PA-MRAC) scheme 
[41] by replacing th e  standard integral adap tation  laws by appropriate VS laws. 
However, instead of a single auxiliary error, namely, the Monopolies augm ented 
error [41], a  set of n* {n* is the relative degree of the plant) auxiliary errors are 
necessary [40]. Significant advantages of VS-MRAC over PA-MRAC designs are : 
nice transient behavior, disturbance rejection capability, and insensitivity to plant 
nonlinearities or param eter variations. Furtherm ore, unlike adaptive controllers 
developed in literature, controller param eter divergence cannot occur here since 
integral type adaptive laws for updating controller param eters are not used in this 
design. Simulation results are presented which show good transient response and 
robustness to uncertainty and unmodeled dynamics.
1.2 Thesis Organization
The chapters of th is thesis are organized as follows:
C hapter 1 gives th e  introduction. Chapter 2 and  3 present robust dynam ic feed­
back control of spacecraft with Rodrigues param eters and Euler angles as controlled 
output variables, respectively. Chapter 4 presents adaptive control of spacecraft
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
with elastic appendages. Finally the conclusions are given in C hapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
ROBUST CONTROL OF SPACECRAFT W ITH RODRIGURES PARAMETERS
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a ttitude control of spacecraft in the presence of parametric 
uncertainty and disturbance input is considered. In this study, Rodrigues and 
modified Rodrigues param eters are used for describing the orientation of spacecraft. 
The derivation of a new attitude control law is made for the reference attitude 
tra jecto ry  tracking. T he control torque is the ou tpu t of a  linear dynam ic system 
driven only by the a ttitu d e  error. In the closed-loop system, asym ptotic decoupling 
(feedback linearization) of the a ttitu d e  dynamics is obtained. The synthesis of the 
a ttitu d e  controller is simple compared to sUding mode and adaptive controllers. 
The derivation of the attitude controller is based on a  recent result related to 
decoupling control of uncertain systems. However, the controller presented here 
differs slightly since it includes error integral feedback for enhancing steady-state 
tracking performance. Moreover, based on singular perturbation theory, a  complete 
stability  analysis for the  attitude control system is presented.
2.2 Problem  Formulation
There are several representations of the a ttitu d e  of a  rigid body [18]. We 
shall consider in this chapter representations of a ttitu d e  described either in terms 
of Rodrigues param eters or modified Rodrigues param eters [7]. T he kinematic
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
equation in term s of the Rodrigues param eter vector p =  {pi, po. Pz)^ is given by
p  =  H{p)uj, p{0) =  pQ (2.1)
where u; =  (wi,W2,W3)^ denotes the angular velocity vector in the body-fixed 
fi*ame,
rf(p ) =  | [ r  +  S ( p ) + p / I  (2.2)
and for any vector q =  (çi,Ç2,% )^ , one defines a  skew-symmetric m atrix S{q) as
S{q) =
0  —93 92
93 0  —91
—92 9i 0
(2.3)
Here T  denotes m atrix transposition and I  denotes a 3 x  3 identity  matrix.
The kinematic equation in term s of the Modified Rodrigues param eter vector 
cr = {ai ,a 2 ,(^z)^ takes the form
à  =  G{a)(jj, <j(0) =  (To (2.4)
where
G M  =  +  S(<r) +  0-7]  (2.5)
The matrices G(cr) and i/(p )  are nonsingular [7]. A lthough, the kinematic de­
scriptions (2.1) gmd (2.4) are somewhat sim ilar, one m ust note th a t whereas the 
Rodrigues param eters p,- cannot describe motions which correspond to eigenaxis 
rotations of more than 180 deg, eigenaxis rotations up to  360 deg cause no singu­
larity in spacecraft attitude representation using modified Rodrigues param eters
(Ti.
The dynamical equation of the spacecraft is given by
J(Jj = —S{u})J(jO +  gQ{p,uj,t) +  u, w(0) =  WQ (2.6)
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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where J  is the inertia m atrix, u =  {ui,U2 ,uz)^  is the control torque, and go G 
is the unknown disturbance torque. Here for simpHcity, often the  arguments 
of functions will be suppressed. The disturbance torque in (2.6) is replaced by 
9o(cr, w, t) when the kinematic equation (2.4) is used instead of (2.1). The equations 
(2.1) and (2.6), equivalently (2.4) and (2.5) describe the rotational motions of the 
spacecraft.
Suppose th a t sm ooth reference trajectories pc{t){ac{t)) are given. It is assumed 
th a t the reference trajectories Pc{t){ac{t)) converge exponentially to  zero. We are 
interested In deriving a control law u{p,Pc){u{cr,ac)) such th a t p{t){a{t)) tracks 
Pc{t){ac{t)) in spite of the uncertainty m the inertia m atrix J  and the  presence of 
the disturbance torque go.
In the sequel, we shall consider spacecraft model (2.1) and (2.6) based on the 
Rodriguez param eters for the design of the control system. Following a similar 
approach, the controller for the model (2.4) and (2.6) is designed. To this end, 
we consider the representation of the system (2.1) and  (2.6) in a s ta te  space with 
s ta te  vector x  =  (p^ ,p^)^  e  R®. Then it easily follows that
i  ,-u c , , (2-7)H{p,p,uj) + H {p )J  + go{p,uj,t))
0
H{p)J-+  ( rr/ s T_1 U
=  ip , fo^(p ,P, t ) f  +  Bo{p)u
where H  =  ( ^ ) p ,w  =  H~^{p)p, fo = H  + H J ~ ^ { —S { u ) J u  +  po)r and B q =  
(0, {H{p)J~^)^)^.  Here 0 denotes null matrices of appropriate dimensions.
It is assumed th a t the reference tra jectory  is generated by a com m and generator 
of the  form
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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=  AcXc
where Xc =  (p j ' .p c ^ ) ^  G R®,Pc =  {Pci,Pcz, Pcz)^, and Ac >  0. We have chosen a 
second order command generator for pd  since p satisfies a  second order differential 
equation.
Let the tracking error be p =  p — Pc- Then defining x  = {x — Xc), (2.7) gives
X = f (x ,X c , t )  + B(p,pc)u  (2.9)
where B  =  Bo(p +  Pc), and /  =  (p^, (/o(p + p c ,p  + Pc, t) -  P c V y .  Now let us 
consider the derivation of a  control law u{p) such th a t the state error x[t)  converges 
to  zero as t —7 oo.
2.3 A ttitude Control System
To this end, a  new control input v can be defined such that
u =  H^{p)v  (2.10)
Then using (2.9) and (2.10), gives
X = f{x,Xc,t)->r D{p,pc)v  (2.11)
where
D  =  [0. =  [0, W p  +  P c )J - ^ [ 7 ( p  +  A ) )T "  (2.12)
Here D* =  is a positive definite symm etric m atrix (denoted as D* > 0).
This easily follows since for any vector q G B?, one has q^D*q =  q^H[p)J~^H^{p)q  =  
4>^ J~^(t) where 0 =  H{p)q. Since J  is positive definite m atrix and H  is nonsingular, 
D* is a positive definite m atrix.
We associate with system (2.11) an  output vector
y  = P (2.13)
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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We are interested in the inversion of the input (n)-output (p) m ap of the system
(2.11) and (2.13).
Using (2.11) gives
ÿ  = p  = a '{x ,Xc, t)  +  D ' { p . X c ) v  (2.14)
where a* =  /o(p +  Pc: P +  Pc, t) — Pc and Pc is given in (2.8).
Nonsingularity of m atrix D" for aU {x, Xc) E R^~ implies that the relative degree
of the ou tpu t variable jji = pi is 2 (i =  1,2) [20-21], and the system  (2.11) and
(2.13) can be decoupled by s ta te  variable feedback.
In view of (2.14), a  decoupling control law can be chosen as
V =  D * - \ x , X c ) [ - a \ x , X c , t )  -  P o p  -  P i P  -  P qXs] (2.15)
where Pi =  diag{Pij), i =  0 ,1 ,2 , j  =  1 ,2 ,3 , Pij >  0 and Xs is the integral of the
tracking error
x , = p  (2.16)
However, the control law (2.15) cannot be synthesized since m atrices D '  and 
a* are unknown.
Now let us consider the derivation of a  decoupling control law for the system
(2.11) and (2.13) under the assum ption th a t a* and D *  are not known. We shall 
choose a control law as suggested in [19] for the decoupling control of uncertain 
systems. The control input v  is chosen to  satisfy a  second order differential equation 
o f the form
-I- e d i v  =  - k ( p  +  P 2 P  +  P i p  +  P q x , )  (2.17)
where d i  and k  are positive real numbers, and e >  0 is a  small param eter. Unhke
[19], we have introduced integral feedback to  enhance the steady s ta te  performance.
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Let a vector be defined as z =  {z i^ . , z z ^ , za^)  =  ^
Then (8), (11), and (16) can be w ritten in a vector form as
(  -2  \  
a ' i z A )  4- D ’ (zi,Xc)t;
V
-1
AcXc
(2.18)
/
For representing (2.17) in a s ta te  variable form one can define rji = v ,  erji =  %, and 
V =  where iji G R^.  Substituting p firom (2.14) in (2.17), the resulting
equation can be w ritten as
e-q =
where
%
—diqz +  ^■(R’(-) — o"'(z, t) — D'{z i ,  Z4 )qi)
F(z )  =  - P 2P -  PiP -  Po^s
(2.19)
(2 .20)
— —P2Z2 — PlZi — PqZ;-3
The system (2.18) and (2.19) is a  standard singularly perturbed  system  for which 
z and 77 are th e  slow and fast variables, respectively.
2.4 Stabihty Analysis
For the stab ility  analysis, now we obtain the reduced and the  boundary-layer 
systems. Since e is a small param eter, setting e =  0 in (2.19) and solving for the 
quasi-steady-state 77 =  h(z , t )  =  (h i^ (z , t ) ,  h2 ^ ( z , t ) ) ^  G R® gives
(D " (z ) ) -X P (z ) -o " (z ,( ) )h(z,  t) = 0 (2 .21 )
We shall assum e th a t the disturbance input go in (2.6) is such th a t h(0, t) =  0.
It is more convenient in the analysis to perform the change of variable defined
as
q = q — h{z, t )  (2.22)
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Setting V — qi = rfi + h]_ and using from (2.21), the system  (2.18) takes the 
form
z =  A.Z +  R .(z )9 i (2.23)
where As =  diag{Asi, Ac),
Asi =
Then the reduced system  is obtained from (2.23) by setting ifi =  0. which is
0 I 0 ' 0
—Pi - P 2 — P q Bs{zi , t )  = D '(z)
I 0 0 0
i  =  AgZ (2.24)
Differentiating zi successively and using (2.24) and (2.16), it follows that
-X  ^ "h P)Zx"  ^+  P\Zi +  PqZi =  0 (2.25)
where zp^ =  {dPzi/dP). This imphes th a t {i =  1,2,3)
p / ')  +  P2ipP  4- Px.Â +  PoiPi =  0 (2.26)
The feedback gains Pij are chosen such th a t the characteristic polynomial Ile(A) 
associated with (2.25) is Hurwitz, where
ITc(A) — det{X^ I  -f- fgA^ +  Pi A +  Pq) (2.27)
This also implies th a t As is a  Hurwitz m atrix. For such a choice of Pj, the equihb- 
rium state  z =  0 of the reduced system (2.24) is globally exponentially stable and 
p{t) —> Pc(t) as t —7 oo, for any initial condition. In view of (2.26), the responses 
for each of pi ,i  =  (1 ,2 ,3 ), are decoupled. Desirable response characteristics for 
the a ttitude variables p, are obtained by a proper choice of feedback matrices Pj.
Now we obtained the perturbed dynamics of the fast system  (2.19) from the 
quasi-steady-state of 77. Differentiating (2.22), using (2.19), setting 771 =  771 -t- hi,
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and substituting hi  from (2.21) gives
eq = % — ^(%-) — e (^ )(A sZ  +  Bsqi) (2.28)
—d i q o  — k D * { z i , Z 4 ) q i
Defining a  new tim e variable r  =  i/e , using (2.28), and setting 6 =  0, gives the 
boundary-layer system
df)
{— ) =  A f{z i ,  Z4)q (2.29)
where
A f  = 0 I
-kD '{z i ,  Pc) —d l l (2.30)
In the boundary-layer system (2.29), {zi, pc) is treated as a  frozen param eter.
Now we examine the  stabihty of the equihbrium sta te  q = 0 for each fixed 
(zi,Pc) G R®. For estabhshing stabihty  of the origin of (2.29), we foUow the 
Lyapunov approach. Consider a positive definite Lyapunov function
^(9>z) =  hk7fi'^D*{z)qi+q2^q2] (2.31)
The derivative of V  along the solution of (2.29) for any fixed z is given by 
d V
dr =  kqjD'’{z)q2 -I- % ^ [ - tD '(z )7 / i  - (2.32)
— —diq2^q2 <  0
In view of negative semidefinite of 77 =  0 is globahy stable. Since th e  largest 
invariant set M  contained in the set R  =  {77 G R® : ( ^ )  =  0} =  {77 G R® : 772 =  0} 
is M  =  {0},?7 =  0 is globahy asymptoticaUy stable. For frozen param eter z, 
(2.29) is a  hnear system  which imphes th a t 77 =  0 of the system (2.29) is globahy 
exponentially stable.
Since the reduced and  the boundary-layer systems (2.24) and (2.29) are expo­
nentially stable, there exist positive definite symmetric matrices Qi{z)  and  Qziz)
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which satisfy the  Lyapunov equations
Q iAs  4- Ag Qi 
Q 2 {z)Af{z)  +  A f { z ) Q 2 {z)
- I
- R { z )
(2.33)
(2.34)
where R{z)  is a  positive definite sym m etric matrix. The m atrix Qi  satisfying (2.33) 
is a  constant m atrix.
Lemma 1: For a  choice of a positive definite symmetric m atrix R (z )  given by
R(z) =
2 kD '{z )  0
0 2 {di -  1 ) 1 (2.35)
where di >  1, the Lyapunov equation (2.34) for the boundary-layer system  (2.29) 
has a unique solution Qziz)  >  0 of the form
Q2(z) = d l l  4* kD'{z)  I  I  I (2.36)
proof: Using (2.35) and (2.36), it is easily seen th a t the Lyapunov equation 
(2.34) is satisfied.
Define the s ta te  vector ^ =  [ z ^ , f f - ) ^  G Rr^, and for r  >  0 let an  open ball 
Br C R^^ be defined as
B r = { ^ €  R 21 : ll l^l <  r}  
where ||.|| denotes EucHdean norm of a  vector.
Let Wi  and W 2  be the Lyapunov functions for the reduced system  (2.24) and 
the boundary-layer system (2.29), where
Wi  =  z'^Qiz
W 2  =  77 % (z)9
(2.37)
(2.38)
Now we s ta te  the following result.
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Theorem I: Consider the spacecraft model (2.1) and (2.6) and the control 
law (2.10) and (2.17). In the closed-loop system, consider the trajectories Ç of 
(2.23) and (2.28) evolving in Br,  where r  is an arbitrarily large positive number. 
Then there exist an  e '(r)  >  0 and a  positive number m  < r  such that, for ail 
positive e < e*(r), the equihbrium  point Ç =  0 of the systems (2.23) and (2.28) 
is exponentially stable, and the  tra jecto ry  Ç(£) beginning at ^(0) 6  Bm C Br 
exponentially converges to  ^ =  0 as £ —)- oo.
Proof: For a  proof of Theorem 1, the Lyapunov approach described in [22] is 
followed. We consider a composite Lyapunov function W  = W 1 + W 2  and show th a t 
along the trajectory  of the system  (2.23) and (2.28), W { z . î))  is negative definite. 
(The details of derivation are given in the appendix I.)
Rem ark 1: Following the proof in Appendix I, it is seen that Br  can be assumed 
arbitrarily  large in which the positive define function W  has its derivative negative 
definite. Thus the ball Bm C Br  can be chosen arbitrarily large by selecting e 
small enough.
For the synthesis of the controller (2.17), a  s ta te  variable representation of 
the system  (2.17) was obtained in which the derivatives of the tracking error are 
not required. Taking the Laplace transform  of (2.17), gives the transfer function 
M {s)  =  [n(s)/p(s)j where
+  (2.39)
+  edis
Here ÿ(s) and p{s) are the Laplace transform s of v{t) and p(£), and s  is the Laplace 
variable. Using (2.39), gives
=  (2.40,
For the  realization of (2.40) in the  controllable canonical form, define
Cl =  C2 (2.41)
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Cz =  Ca
Cj =  —die — {p — Pc)
Then v{ t )  is given by
v{t) = —ke ~{p — Pc)+ [{P2 — die *^ )Ca + -fiCz +  (2.42)
According to  (2.10), the control torque u  is obtained by pre-multiplying v  by 
H^{p).  We notice tha t for the synthesis of the control law, one needs to feedback 
only the attitude error, and the measurem ent of uj is not needed.
To this end, it is interesting to  examine the behavior of the closed-loop system. 
According to  the Tikhonov’s theorem, it follows tha t there exist positive constants 
Pi and p -2 such that for small e and  for all ||z(0)|| <  p i, ||?7(0 ) — h(£o,z(0))|| <  po, 
the solution (z(£, e),7y(£, e)) of (2.18) and (2.19) satisfies
z (£ ,e ) -z (£ ,e )  =  0(e) (2.43)
T] { t , e ) ~  h { t , z { t ) ) - r i { t / e )  =  0(e)
uniformly for £ € [£q, oo), where /)(£, e) is the solution of the boundary-layer model 
(2.29), and z(£, e) is the solution of the  reduced system (2.24). Thus for small 
param eter e, according to (2.26) th e  responses for p,-(£) are very nearly decoupled 
for ail £ >  0. Moreover, Theorem 1 imphes th a t pi(£) asymptotically follows the 
reference trajectory pd for C(0) €  Bm-
Remark 2: A decoupfing control system  can be similarly designed for the space­
craft model (2.1) and (2.4) with th e  modified Rogrigues param eters following Sec­
tion 3. The control law is
u  =  G^{a)v  (2.44)
and V is given by (2.42) in which th e  tracking error â  = (<t — ac) replaces p.
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Remark 3: According to Theoreml, the closed-loop system is exponentially 
stable when gQ{x,t) =  0 a t the origin. It can be shown th a t for small disturbance 
£) independent of x,  the trajectory in the closed -loop system is ultimately 
bounded.
2.5 Simulation Results
The complete closed-loop system (2.1), (2.6), (2.10) and (2.42) is simulated 
for a spacecraft with param eters J  =  diap(10,6.3,8.5)^[fcpm^]. The designed 
control law (2.10) and (2.42) is independent of the dynam ics of the spacecraft. 
For simplicity, the feedback parameters chosen are Pi2  =  0.6, P a =  0.09, Piq =  
0, di =  10, and k  =  20. In this case, the first equation in (2.41) is ignored, 
and Po is set to zero in (2.42). The initial conditions were chosen as w(0) =  
(10,5 ,15)^[dep/s],Xc(0) =  0,p(0) =  (0.7625,0.3165,1.3207)^. For the command 
generator it was assumed th a t A c  =  0 . 5 , P c ( 0 )  =  p(0), and  P c ( 0 )  =  P(p(0))w(0). In 
the figures, e =  (e i,62, 63)^ denotes the tracking error p or a  — <Tc.
A. A ttitude Control for Rogrigues Param eters
Simulation was done without any disturbance input for e =  0 .1. Smooth re­
sponses were obtained (Fig. 2.1-2.4). Even though, the dynamics of the spacecraft 
are assumed to  be unknown in (2.6), a ttitude vector p(£) converged to zero. The 
response tim e of the order of 20 seconds was obtained. T he control torque required 
for maneuver is reasonable.
To examine the effect o f disturbance input, sinusoidal disturbance torques along 
the three axes of the spacecraft where assumed to be acting, where qq =  (sin3 £, 
cos4£, sin2£cos2£)^. The selected responses are shown in Fig. 2.5-2.8. Eventhough, 
the chosen disturbance torque does not vanish a t the origin as required for stability
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in Theorem 1, a ttitude  regulation close to  the origin was accomplished and as 
indicated in the Remark 3, the trajectories are found to be u ltim ately  boimded. 
The oscillations in control input are required to cancel the sinusoidal disturbance 
torque. Only a  small steady sta te  tracking error is observed. It is pointed out that 
the steady s ta te  a ttitude error can be further reduced by taking sm aller values of 
e, however this requires larger control torque.
B. A ttitude Control w ith  Modified Rodrigues Parameters
Simulation was done using the spacecraft model (2.4) and (2.6) w ith the mod­
ified Rodrigues param eters. The feedback param eters were taken  as di =  6.0, e =  
0.03 and the rem aining param eters of case A were retained. In term s of modified 
Rodrigues param eters, the initial conditions were chosen as 
a-(O) =  (0.2675,0.1110,0.4633)^, w(0) =  (1 0 ,5 ,15)(dep/s),o-c(0) =  0,3:^(0) =  (o-J'(O) 
=  cr^(O), CTc^ (O) =  (G(o-(0))w(0))^)^. In  this case also smooth a ttitu d e  responses 
were obtained (Fig. 2.9-2.12). Only a sm all a ttitu d e  error e =  (tr — cTc) (less than  
0.07) was observed. The control torque requirement was reasonable.
Simulation was also done in the presence of disturbance as in  case A. Similar 
to  case A, a ttitude  regulation Wcis accomphshed and the control input was found 
be oscillatory.
In this chapter, a new decoupling (feedback linearizing) a ttitu d e  control law was 
derived for the attitude control of spacecraft. Rodrigues and modified Rodrigues 
param eters were used to  describe the a ttitu d e  of the spacecraft. The dynam ics 
of spacecraft was assumed to  be completely unknown and disturbance torque was 
assumed to  be present in th e  model. Based on certain results for singularly per­
turbed systems, a  control input was designed which is an o u tp u t of a  dynamic 
feedback system. Only feedback of the tracking error was needed for the synthesis 
of the a ttitude  controller and  the measurem ent of the angular velocity was not
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pj
Figure 2.1: Rodrigues param eters p, {go =  0)
I
Figure 2.2: Angle Velocity uj, (go =  0 )
i
T im m  (•me)
Figure 2.3: Control u, (go =  0)
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Figure 2.4: TVacking Error e, (^o =  0)
Figure 2.5: Rodrigues parameters p, {go ^  0)
Figure 2.6: Angle Velocity w, (^o 7^  0 )
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20.0
Figure 2.7: Control u,( go 7^ 0 )
Figure 2.8: Tracking Error e, (^0 7^  0 )
Figure 2.9: Modified Rodrigues param eters u
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i
Figure 2.10: Angle Velocity uj
Figure 2.11: Control u
î
<B
Figure 2.12: Tracking E rror e
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required. Simplicity La implementation o f the controller is an a ttractive featiure of 
the control law. Simulation results were presented to  show that sm ooth decoupled 
regulation of a ttitude can be accomphshed in the closed-loop system  in spite of 
the unknown dynamics of the spacecraft.
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CHAPTER 3
ROBUST CON'TROL OF SPACECRAFT WITH EU LER ANGLES
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, similar to  chapter 2, a ttitu d e  control of spacecraft in the pres­
ence of param etric uncertainty and disturbance input is considered. Unlike the 
previous controller, in this study, Euler angles are used for describing the orienta­
tion of spacecraft. The derivation of the a ttitu d e  controller is based on a recent 
result related to  decoupling control of uncertain systems. Also, the controller pre­
sented here differs slightly since it includes error integral feedback for enhancing 
steady-state tracking performance.
3.2 Problem Formulation
Consider a  spacecraft in a  circular orbit in an inverse square gravitational field. 
Euler angles are  chosen to describe the orientation of spacecraft with respect of 
the orbital frame. The spacecraft has three rotors whose spin axes are along or 
parallel to the  principal axes Xi.x^  and X3, which is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
references axes of the orbital frame are defined as follows: ^3 is along the 
local radius vector from the gravitational center E\  through the spacecraft center 
of mass E; Ç2 is normal to  th e  plane of orbit in a  sense such th a t is forward, 
where ^1,^2, ^3 is a  dextral right-handed system. ^1,^2, ^ 3 are pitch, yaw, and roll 
angles, respectively.
It is assumed that the inertia  parameters are unknown and  time-varying dis-
26
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X3
Figure 3.1: Euler angles and the reference frame
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turbance torque is acting on the spacecraft. The model of the spacecraft is [15]:
è = — üJc) (3.1)
d> = —J  ^ 3 u J q ~ J  ^ { u d { 6 . UJ, t)')
where
(3.2)
s in 0 2  0 1
R{0) =  cosOoCosO^ sinOz 0 (3.3)
—cosQ^sindz cosdz 0
ujQsindz
uJc{d) =  ujqcosOzcosOz (3.4)
—uüQCOsdzsindz
0 =  (^1,^2, ^3)^ €  ^1, ^27 ^3 are the pitch, yaw and roll angles, respectively; J  =
diag{Ji), i =  1,2,3; u  =  (ui, ^2:^ 3)^ is the control torque vector; cJo-dependent
term  is due the gravitational effect; d  is disturbance torque; ujq is the  orbital 
angular velocity;
& =
—sindiCosOz 
cos9]_sin6z +  sinOisinOzCOsdz 
cosdicosdz — sinQxsinQ^sindz
Here for any vector w =  (u;x, ti;2, ws)^, w  is defined as
(3.5)
0 — Wz W2
w  = Wz 0 —Wi
—W2 Wi 0
(3.6)
We are interest in the trajectories of th e  system in a closed and bounded region
S7 contained in Qq, where Qq = {d E : —7r/2 < 6 2  < 7r/2}
Suppose th a t smooth reference tra jec to ry  9c is given. It is assumed th a t the 
reference trajectory  9c converge exponentially to zero. We are interested in deriving 
a  control law u{9,9c) such th a t 9{t) tracks 9c{t) in spite of the uncertainty in the 
inertia m atrix J  and the presence of th e  disturbance torque.
Define s ta te  vector x  =  (0^ ,^^)^  G il® and H  =  R~^. Then it easily follows
th a t
X  =
9
H{9,9){uj — u),^ H { 9 ) J  ^(—üJuj-\-gQ{9,
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where
and
= { d ' ^ J o ^ { d J . t ) f  + Bo{d)u
fo = H{uj — ujc) + H J  ^{—(IjJuj + go) 
go — 3u^Q^c'iÇc d” d Juic
Bo =  (0, { H { 9 ) J - ^ ) ^ f
It is assumed that the reference trajectory is generated by a  command generator 
of the form
^  (  -A eV  -2 A c/ )  (  Ac/ )
=  AcXc +  Bc9*
where Xc =  {9J", 9^) '^  6  /I®, 9c = {9d, 9c2,9czV, and Ac >  0.
Let the tracking error be ^ ^ — ^c- Then defining x  = {x — Xc), (3.7) gives
i  =  f i x ,  Xc, t) + B{9,9c)u (3.9)
,  L C
where B  =  Bo(^4-^c), and f  =  (9 , ifoi9+9c, 9+9c, t ) —9c)^)^. Now let us consider 
the derivation of a  control law u{9) such th a t the s ta te  error x{t)  converges to  zero 
as t  —>■ oo.
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3.3 A ttitude Control System 
Like it was done in chapter 2. a  new control input v  is defined such that
u  =  H ^{ 6 )v (3.10)
Then using (3.9) and (3.10), gives
X = f{x ,X c , t )  + D{ 6 ,dc)v (3.11)
where
D  =  [Q,{D\Q,9cŸ Y  =  [O,(/f(0 +  0c)d-^B ^(0  +  0 e ) ) T  (3.12)
Here D* =  is a  positive definite symm etric m atrix (denoted as D* >  0) in
a region of interest Q. in which H  is nonsingular . This easily follows since for any 
vector q €  B®, one has q ^ D 'q  = q^H{9)J~^H^(9)q > where 0  =  H^{9)q.
Since J  is positive definite m atrix  and H  is nonsingular in O, D* is a positive 
definite m atrix.
We associate with system  (3.11) an output vector
y = 9 (3.13)
We are interested in the inversion of the input (u)-output {9) m ap of the system
(3.11) and (3.13).
Using (3.11) gives
ÿ  =  9 = a"‘{x,Xc,t) + D*{9,Xc)v (3.14)
where a* =  fo{9 + 9c,9 + 9c, t) — 9c and 9c is given in (3.8).
In the region Q, the relative degree of the ou tpu t variable yi =  9i is 2 (i =
1,2) [20-21], and the system  (3.11) and (3.13) can be decoupled by sta te  variable
feedback.
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In view of (3.14), a decoupling control law can be chosen as
V = D ’~^(x. Xc)[—a'‘{x, Xc, t) — P2Ô — Pi9  — Pqx^] (3.15)
where Pi =  diag{Pij), i =  0 ,1 ,2 , j  =  1 ,2 ,3 , By > 0 and Xs is the integral of the 
tracking error
Xs =  9 (3.16)
However, the control law (3.15) cannot be synthesized since matrices D* and a* 
are unknown.
Now let us consider the derivation of a  decoupling control law for the system
(3.11) and (3.13) under the assum ption th a t a'  and D* are not known. We shall 
choose a control law as suggested in [19] for the decoupling control of uncertain 
systems. The control input v is chosen to satisfy a second order differential equation 
of the form
€~v +  €d\V =  —k{9 +  Po9 4- Pi9 +  PqXs) (3.17)
where di and k  are positive real numbers, and e >  0 is a  sm all parameter. Unlike 
[19], we have introduced integral feedback to  enhance the s teady  s ta te  performance.
Let a vector be defined as z  = {z{^, , z z ^ , =  {9^, 9 ,Xs^,Xc^)^  E
Then (3.8), (3.11), and (3.16) can be w ritten in a  vector form as
( Zo \
a*(z,t) +  D '(zi,Z c)u  
Z\
V A cX c  4- B c9*  J
(3.18)
For representing (3.17) in a s ta te  variable form we define rji =  v,er)i =  %, and 
V =  where gi E R^. Substituting 9 from (3.14) in (3.17), the resulting
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equation can be written as
€77 =
where
72
—di772 4- k{F{z)  — a ' i z . t )  — D*[zy, z^)g\) (3.19)
F{z)  — —Pod — Py9 — PqXs (3.20)
=  —P2Z0 — PlZy — PqZz
The system  (3.18) and (3.19) is a standard singularly perturbed  system for which 
z and 77 are the slow and fast variables, respectively [22].
3.4 Stability Analysis
The stability  in the closed-loop system can be established following the ap­
proach of C hapter 2 and therefore, the proof is not repeated here.
3.5 Simulation Results
The complete closed-loop system (3.1), (3.6), (3.10) and (3.42) is sim ulated 
for a  spacecraft with inertia m atrix J  =  diag{lQ,Q.Z,S.^){kgrTr) and the or­
bital angular velocity ujq =  0.001013(rad/s). The feedback param eters chosen 
are B 2 =  1.5, B i  =  0.75, Bo =  0.125, =  1,A: =  20. The command genera­
tor param eter was chosen to  be Ac =  0.5. The initial conditions were chosen as 
w(0) =  [ 5 ° ,-5 ® ,0 ]B # )  = 0 ,n c (0 )  =  0,0* =  [180°, 45", 90°]B
3.5.1 A ttitude Control, w ith Zero Disturbance {d =  0)
Simulation was done w ithout any disturbance input for e =  0.1. Smooth re­
sponses were obtained (Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3). Even though, the control law is 
independent of J ,  a ttitude vector 9{t) converged to 9*. Only a  small tracking error.
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Figure 3.2: Euler angle 6
Ci = di — $ci, which is less than [0.125°, 0.1°, 0.08°]^ was observed in Fig. 3.4, and 
the control torque required was small (Fig. 3.5).
3.5.2 A ttitude Control, with Disturbance {cl 7^  0)
To examine the effect of disturbance input, sinusoidal disturbance torques along 
the three axes of the spacecraft were assumed to be acting, where
d =  [0.5sm3(, 0.5cos4£, 0.3sin2tcos2t]^
The system responses are shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. The oscillations in 
control input are required to cancel the sinusoidal disturbance torque (Fig. 3.9), 
and only a small steady state  tracking error is observed (Fig. 3.8).
In this simulation only feedback of the tracking error was needed for the syn­
thesis of the attitude controller and the measurement of the angular velocity was 
not required. Simplicity in implementation of the controller is th a t an attitude 
can be accomplished in the closed-loop system in spite  of the unknown dynamics 
of the spacecraft.
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Figure 3.3: Angular velocity uj
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Figure 3.4: Tracking error e = 6  = 0 — 9c
I
Figure 3.5: Control u
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Figure 3.6: Euler angle Q
Figure 3.7: Angular velocity w
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Figure 3.8: Tracking error e = 6  =  9 — dc
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Figure 3.9: Control u
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CHAPTER 4
ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF SPACECRAFT WITH ELASTIC APPENDAGES
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a  new control system is designed for the control of a  flexi­
ble spacecraft based on the theory of variable structure model reference adaptive 
control (VS-MRAC), using only input and ou tput signals. The spacecraft model 
considered here consists of a  rigid hub with two identical elastic appendages a t­
tached symmetrically to the central hub. The control system for the vehicle consists 
of a single controller in the rigid part of the structure. Control using only pitch 
angle measurement is very practical since measurement of flexible modes is not 
easy. However, it is assumed th a t an upper bound on the uncertain functions is 
given. It is shown th a t in the closed-loop system, pitch angle tracks given refer­
ence trajectory  and vibration suppression is accomplished. Significant advantages 
of VS-MRAC over PA-MRAC designs are : nice transient behavior, disturbance 
rejection capabihty, and insensitivity to plant nonhnearities or param eter varia­
tions. Simulation results are presented which show good transient response and 
robustness to  uncertainty and unmodeled dynamics.
4.2 M athematical Model and Control Problem
The model of a  flexible spacecraft under consideration is shown in Figure 4.1. 
The model consists of a rigid central hub, which represents the sateUite body, and 
two flexible appendages, which represent antennas, solar arrays, or any other flex-
37
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Figure 4.1: Spacecraft w ith elastic appendages
ibie structure. This model is representative of a relatively large class of spacecraft 
employed for communication, remote sensing or numerous other applications. The 
sateUite is assumed to  be placed in a circular orbit. A  right-handed coordinate 
frame with axes Yc,Zc is fixed to spacecraft with its origin at the mass center 
of spacecraft. X q,Y o, Z q are the axes of an  inertial frame, and the orbital frame is 
represented by the axes
In this study, control of rotational m otion in the orbital plane is considered. 
Let 9 be the true anomaly and xp be the  pitch angle which is to  be controUed 
using a torque generating device located a t  the center o f the structure. W hen the 
spacecraft is slewed about the axis Zs which is normal to  the orbital plane, the 
flexible appendages are deformed. It is assumed th a t these appendages undergo 
elastic transverse bending only in the o rb ital plane X s —Yg. Similar to  the  previous 
studies [30, 35], it is assumed th a t the p itch  maneuver excites the two flexible ap­
pendages anti-symmetricaUy. For the configuration of spacecraft, this assum ption 
of antisymmetric deformation is reasonable and was validated in Ref. [35].
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The equations of motion are derived using the Lagrangian approach. Although, 
the vibration of the appendages is described by partia l differential equations, spa­
tial discretization method is used to  obtain  a  set of ordinary differential equations 
to  describe the  motion of the spacecraft. For spatial discretization using assumed 
modes m ethod, the transverse elastic deflection of the  appendage along Yc in the 
orbital plane is expressed as
0 = IT M l ’ -  r)Pi{t) (4.1)
i=l
where pi{t) are  the generalized coordinates and r  is the  radius of th e  hub, I is the 
distance of a  point chosen on the appendage from the center of the hub, and (f>i are 
the chosen admissible functions which satisfy the geometric and physical boundary 
conditions. I t is assumed here th a t N  mode are sufiBcient for the com putation of 
elastic deformation.
The derivation of equations of the flexible spacecraft has been given in Refs. 
[30, 35]. These nonlinear differential equations describing the rotational and elastic 
dynamics are given by (see. Ref.[35] for the details)
(7 + 2Ji  +  p^Mppp)^) mF^pP + 3d^sin{2'tp){Ji — ^p^Mppp) (4.2)
4 - 2 ( ^  - i -  9)p^MppP - h  39^cos{2i;)mF^pp =  u d  
3
MppP^ 4- m^pxi) +  -9^sin{2xp)m^p + CppP
+[App — (•0^ +  2Î}é -f- 3è‘^ sin^xp)Mpp]p =  0
where xp is the pitch angle, p =  (pi, ...,p^v)^ is the vector of generalized coordinates,
d{t) is the disturbance input, J  and Ji  are the m om ent of inertia of the central
hub and each appendage, respectively, u  is the control torque, 9 is th e  orbital rate, 
and  Mpp, Cpp and Kpp are the following modal integrals:
[Mpplij =  2 <pi{l -  r)(pj{l -  r )d m  (4.3)
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r
+L
l(pi{l — r )dm  
[l^pph ^  C I ( / ) " {1 -r ) (p j { l - r )d m
[^pp\ij =  -  EI<f>i{l-r)(p'j{l-  r)dm
where the mode shapes given in [30] of the form (i =  1 ,2 ,..... )
M l  -  r) =  1 -
d>'/ =  {d‘^4>ifdl~), C  and E  are the  dam ping coefficient and modulus of elasticity, 
respectively, for the appendages and  I  is the sectional area moment of inertia w ith 
respect to  the appendage bending axis.
For small deflections, the th ird  order term  {jFMpppip) in (4.2) is small and 
therefore, similar to  Ref. [30] and [35], it is neglected for the derivation of control 
system . However, this nonlinear term  is reintroduced in Section 4.4 for obtaining 
sim ulated responses.
Thus, the system (4.2) can be w ritten  in a compact form as
M z ^ C z  +  K z  = {u + f u f l f  (4.4)
xp =  ( l,0 )z
where z =  {xp,p^)^ 6  xp is the output of the system, 0 denotes a  null
vector of appropriate dimension, and
M  = J  +  27i 77l0p^X7l^ l)p
C  = diag{0, Cpp)
(4.5)
K  =  diag{0 , Kpp)
f i  = —3è‘^ [Ji — Mppp]sin{2 xp) — 39^cos{2xp)mF^p -  2 {xp +  è)jFMppP +  d  
f 2 =  (fp^ + '^fpd +  39^sin^xp)MppP — sin{2 x p )m ^
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We shall be interested in the solution of (4.4) in a bounded subset Q of the state 
space (4.4).
Let ipm. be a sm ooth reference trajectory  generated by a reference model. We 
are interested in deriving an output feedback control law u{t) such th a t the pitch 
angle tracking error
eo — x p -  xpm
asymptotically tends to  zero and the elastic modes remain bounded during the 
maneuver. Furtherm ore, for a constant set point control of the pitch angle, it is 
desired th a t the flexible modes converge to  zero. By suitable choice of the reference 
trajectory xp^, desirable pitch angle control is accomphshed. It is point out that for 
the design of the control system, matrices M, C, K ,  functions f i , and  disturbance 
d are assum ed to be unknown.
4.3 VS-MRAC of Spacecraft
In this section, the design of control system  is considered.
4.3.1 Transfer Function and Zero Dynamics
In this section, the input-output representation of the system (4.4) and (4.5) is 
obtained. Define a (IV 4-1) x {N + 1) m atrix  H{s) as
H(s)  =  Ms^ + Cs + K  = MppS^ + CppS + Kpp (4.6)
where s  denotes the Laplace variable or the diflferential operator and Jt =  J  + 2 Ji. 
Then using a  m atrix inversion result [42], it easily follows th a t the inverse of m atrix 
H{s)  is given by
Jt ‘■ 5 ^ 4 -  Jt 7^7%  ^ Jt ^m^p'^A ^
- J t - ^ A - ^ m ^ p  A - ^ (4.7)
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where the symm etric m atrix A  is given by
A =  (Mpp — +  CppS 4- Kpp (4.8)
and the determ inant of H{s)  is
detH{s) =  JtS~det{A) (4.9)
For the spacecraft model, Mpp = {Mpp — ,ijp) is a  positive definite
m atrix. It can be easily verified that if Mpp is positive definite m atrix (denoted 
as >  0), then the real parts of roots of de tA(s )  = 0 are negative. This is easily 
proved by associating to A (s) a  dynamic system  with s ta te  {q^. of the form
Mppq +  Cppq 4- Kppq =  0 (4.10)
whose characteristic equation is det{A{s)) =  0. Associated with system  (4.10), 
consider a  positive definite Lyapunov function
^  =  \ { fM p p ~ ^ q  4- q^Kppq) (4.11)
the derivative of V  along the solution of (4.10) is given by
V  = - f C p p q  <  0 (4.12)
Since th e  set E  =  {{q,q) : V" =  0} =  {(g, ç) : g =  0} cannot contain any nontrivial 
tra jectory  of (4.10), the origin (g =  0,g =  0) o f (4.10) is exponentially stable and, 
therefore, detA{s)  is Hurwitz.
Now consider the  input-output representation of the system  (4.4) given by
^  4- J r ^ r n ^ p ^ A ~ ^ m ^ ) { u  4- A) -  A~^ f 2 (4.13)
=  W{s)[u + Wd{s)f{p,p,xl),'ij},d)]
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where /  =  (A,
_ Jt ^[detA + Jt ^s-m^'^adj{A)m^p]  a  kpUpis)
s^detA(s)  dp(s)  ^ ’
Here Up and dp are appropriate monic polynomials defined in (4.14). Let
g{p, p, t) =  Wd{s)f{p, p, tp, xp, d)
Then, (4.13) gives
xp = W{s)[a +g{z ,zA)]  (4.15)
For the fiexible spacecraft the transfer function W{s)  has the following prop­
erties.
(P I) The relative degree (n*) of W (s)  is 2;
(P2) PF(s) is minimum phase.
The property (P i)  follows easily since the second derivative of 0 explicitly 
depends on the control inpu t u  as seen in (4.2). For proving (P2) consider the zero 
dynamics of the system (4.2). The zero dynamics of the system  are defined as the 
residual dynamics of the system  (4.2) when the output xp{t) is identically zero [43]. 
T he zero dynamics are ob tain  from (4.2) by setting xp = tp = {p = 0 . It is easily 
seen that the zero dynamics are given by
Mppp + CppP + Kppp =  0 (4.16)
For the spacecraft model, Mpp,Cpp and Kpp are positive definite symmetric 
matrices. Similar to the system  (4.10), using Lyapunov approach, it can be easily 
shown th a t the equilibrium point (p,p) = 0  of the system  (4.16) is exponentially 
stable. Thereby, it is concluded th a t the  zeros of the transfer function PF(s) fie in 
the open left half of the complex plane and  VF(s) is m inim um  phase.
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The polynomial np(s) is Hurwitz since l'F(s) is minimum phase, and detA{s)  
is also a Hurwitz polynomial. Therefore, it follows th a t Wd{s) defined in (4.14) 
is a  stable transfer m atrix. Furtherm ore, along any trajectory of th e  system (4.2) 
in the compact set Q. of interest and for any bounded disturbance input d{t), the 
function /  is bounded. Since /  is boimded and IFi(s) is a  stable m atrix, it follows 
th a t the function g in (4.15) is bounded. (The analysis of the flexible spacecraft 
system for different modes is given in appendix II.)
Since the relative degree of the system (4.2) is 2, consider a reference model of 
relative degree 2 w ith input r  and  ou tput xpm given by
0m =  Wm{s)r (4.17)
VV„(«) =  ^ ------ r(S ”1“ OCrjiiS 4- OXm2/
where the poles of are assumed to  be stable. Now a control law will be derived 
for tracking the reference tra jectory  0^-
4.3.2 Control Law
For the design of a  variable structure adaptive controller, consider the input- 
output representation of the system  given in (4.15). Let
W{s)  = h T ( s E - A ) - ^ b  (4.18)
for some h, A,  and 6, where =  [1,0] is a  2(N4-l)-row vector, A is a  2(N  4-1) x
2 ( N 4-1) matrix, and b 6  ^ 2(yv+i) jjgj-e E  denotes an identity m atrix o f appropriate
dimension. Then a  controllable and observable representation of (4.15) is given by
X = A x  + b(u + g{z ,z , t ) )  (4.19)
0  =  hF X
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It is pointed out that the knowledge of m atrices A, b, h and g  are not required for 
the synthesis of the control system.
For the  synthesis of the controller, now the following filters are introduced
oil =  Full +  uu  (4.20)
UÎ2 =  Full 4-
where uii,ui2  6  u  €
p  _  ~ ^ 2N - l  ••• — Ao
[ E  0
u =  [ 1  0
and Af are coeflBcients of the polynomial
A(s) =  4* A2A'5“” 4"... 4" 4- Aq =  det{sE  — F)  (4.21)
Define ui =  [uf^xp.uiT^r]'^ E The control law is to  be synthesized using
only the regressor vector w.
Since the relative degrees of W^(s) and Wm{s) are equal (n* =  2), for g{z, i ,  t) = 
0, there exists a unique constant vector
such th a t the transfer function of the closed-loop system with the control input 
u =  d '^^uj =  ( d \ , f u i i  +  ( ^ ;)0  4- {9 : , fu j2  +  e ; r  
matches VFm(s) exactly, i.e.
xp =  W { s )u  = W{s)9' ‘^ ui = Wm{s)r (4.22)
In fact, choosing
^4(jv+i) — (4 .23 )
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the m atching condition (4.22) becomes [44]
{9Zi)^ox(s)dpis) 4- fcpii9 1 .2 )^a{s) + 9lA{s))np{s)  =  A(s)dp{s) -  np(s)A(s)d„i(s)
(4.24)
where a ( s )  =  ...,s , 1]^, and dm{s) =  s" 4- 4- 0 ^ 2- Solving (4.24) gives
the param eter vector 6 ’ .
Define u* =  9'‘^ uj,k* — (^4(,v+i))~^ =  {.kp/km)^ and û = u — u'.  For the 
spacecraft model, fcp > 0 and the chosen param eter km is positive. Defining the 
vector X '^  =  {x^ ,u)J ,u>2 )^  €  ^(6^+-*), the system  (4.19) and (4.20) can be w ritten 
as
X  — A qX  4- bou 4- bog (4.25)
where
■ A  0 0 
A q =  0  F  0
uhF 0  F  
Define
0  = hJ'X
' b ■
bo = u
0
0
0  =
I ^2 / 0
bo =
b
0
0
E  0 
0 0 
0  E
h j  =  [A^, 0]
(4.26)
Now adding and subtracting bou* in (4.25) and using (4.26). gives
X  = A c X  4- bcK^û 4- bcV + bog 
0  =  h J X
(4.27)
where Ac =  Aq 4- bo[9^i*^^ 9^;', 9 ^ ] N  and be =  9*bo- For u  =  u*{i.e. ü =  0) and 
p =  0, one has Wm = h J { s E  — Ac)~^6c- Therefore, the ou tpu t of (4.27), ignoring 
the exponentially decaying signals due to  initial conditions which is not essential 
for derivation, can be w ritten  as
0  =  Wm{s)r + K'‘Wm{s)ü  4" gc{z, (z ),t) (4 .2 8 )
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where Qc =  Wm{s)g, =  h ^{sE  — Ac)~^bo. Here PFm(s) is a  stable transfer
function, and, therefore, Pc is bounded for any bounded function g.
A non-minimaJ realization of the reference model is
Xm =  AcXm +  bcr (4.29)
0m ~  b-e
where Xm  E
Let the state vector error be e =  X  — Xm- Subtracting (4.29) from (4.27) gives 
the error equation
é =  Ac6  + bcK*û +  bog (4.30)
Co =  h je
Using (4.31), the o u tp u t tracking error can be w ritten as
eo =  kW „i(s)ù  +  g d z ,  (z), t)
For the synthesis of the controller, it is essential to introduce a chain of auxiliary
errors (e(). Since the  relative degree n* of the reference model is two, a polynomial
L{s)  of degree (n* — 1) is chosen so that Wm(s)L{s)  is strictly positive real (SPR). 
We select L{s) of th e  form
L(s) =  (s -I- ô)/ô, Ô > 0
Now, we introduce the  following set of filtered signals:
%o =  ^~^Xi  
Ço =
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where x i  = u ,^ i  =  uj and Ç,- =  ....^j4(iv+i))- These signals are used to generate
a chain of auxiliary error signals e[-(i =  0,1). Based on the results of [39], the 
complete algorithm for the spacecraft control is given in Table 1.
Table 1: VS-M RAC A lgorithm
Auxiliary Errors
Ua — ACnOT7il^ FniL['Uo Cj ÎZi] 
eo =  0  -  0m; fig =  eo -  P a 
el =  (uo)e? -  L~^{ui)
Modulation Fimctions /o >  ÂC 1 Xo -  1 +  9qj I ^Oj 1 +Po +  6o 
f i  >  9ij 1 1 +Pi + 6i
Control Laws
U i =  fisgn{e[),i  =  0,1 
It — 1^ 4" ^nom 
U nom  — 9f^ fjm.Ul
In the above table, 9nom and fCntm are nominal values of the param eters 9" and 
AC*, respectively, obtained from some nominal model of the plant, eo >  0,ei >  0, 
and the upper bounds 9ij (i =  0 ,1 and j  =  1, ...,4(iV +  1)), k , and gi (z =  0,1) 
for (z, z) E Cl and for any bounded disturbance input satisfying |d (t)| <  dm are 
defined as
9oj > p \ 9 * j  — 9 j^n o m  \ i 9 x j  > 1  9*j — 9 j^n o m  j, AC > | P — 1 |
Qq ^  sup^Az^c^II^T) Pc — sup(A:nomH^T) IFmP
t> 0  t>0
(4.31)
Pi >  sup 9lWm P c =  sup Wm9
(>0 t>0
where p = K'/Knom- Note that {knowWmL) ^Wm. is a  strictly  proper stable transfer 
function, ^4(^v+i)^m^^m is a proper stable transfer function, and p is a  bounded
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the VS-MRAC system
signal. The term  (uo)e? is the equivalent control, which is well described in the 
variable structure system (sliding mode) literature [45]. One can formally obtain 
(wo)e<7 by setting eg(t) =  0 in the dynamical system governing the error Cq. The 
signal (uo)eq can be approximately obtained from uq by means of a low-pass filter 
with high enough cut-off frequency denominated averaging filter [45]. Note th a t 
one m ust choose Unom 7^  0. Figure 4.2 shows the closed-loop system. Now consider 
the V S -M R A C  law of Table 1 . Then for any trajectory evolving in fi, the closed- 
loop system  has the following properties :
a) The errors e[- (z =  0,1) all converge to zero in finite time;
b ) The pitch angle tracking error cq converge exponentially to zero.
These properties for the rotational maneuver are established following the steps 
similar to  those outlined in Ref.[40]. For the flexible spacecraft, the  errors c'q and
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e'l can be w ritten using Table 1 as
Cq — tZo4~(p 1)(X0 T Umom) p L  (u tZnom) 4 ~ H C n P ]
Cl =  pL  ^[—Ui — ( t i*  — Unom)  + ^ 4(,V+l)^^m (4.32)
Note th a t the expression for in (4.32) is obtained by using the definition of
€i from Table 1 and (uo)g, (ignoring exponentially decaying signals) obtained by
imposing the sliding mode condition eô(£) =  0 in the first equation in (4.32).
The properties a) and b) can be established following the steps given in Ref.[40]. 
The main steps of the proof are as follows:
1) Since Wm{s)L{s)  is S P R  {knom > 0), by the choice of signal uq in Table 1. 
6q tends to zero in a finite time;
2) Defining e[, =  0 as a  sliding surface [23], we formally obtain {uo)eq by setting 
éô(£) =  0 in the dynamical system  governing the  error eô;
3) Since L~^{s) is S P R  (p >  0), by the choice of ui in table 2, e[ tends to  zero 
in a finite time;
4) Defining =  0 as a  sliding surface, we formally obtain (ui)e<7 by setting  
é\ (£) =  0 in the dynamical system  governing the  error e[ ;
5) Finally, convergence of eo is shown.
Control law of Table 1 is discontinuous in the state  space which causes un­
desirable phenomenon of control chattering. In order to obtain sm ooth control 
signals for V S C  systems and to  avoid undesirable control chattering, one uses a 
continuous approximation of the switching functions [39]. For this, one replaces 
u  =  sgn(e'i) h y u  = sat{e[), where sat{r}) is defined as sat{g) =  sign{g) if | (r/) |>  e, 
and sat(rj) =  (rj/S) if | (77) |<  e. Here e is the bounded layer thickness.
To this end, com putation of m odulation functions A in Table 1 is discussed. 
The lower bounds of these functions can be com puted on-line using the expressions
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in Table 1 and the available signals Çi and %o- But the bounds p,- on uncertain  
functions depend on (z, z) E fi and the disturbance input d{t). The set fi is 
assumed to contain th e  trajectories of the system  beginning from the set o f initial 
conditions of interest. Since the choice of the  modulation functions satisfying the 
inequalities in Table 1, is only sufficient for stabiHty in the closed-loop system , a 
practical way is to choose an overestimated value of bound p,- in the com putation 
of the m odulation functions, by observing sim ulated responses of an approxim ate 
spacecraft model for a  set of initial conditions. A simplified control law is obtained 
by using constant m odulation functions. This is referred to  as the Relay VS-MRAC 
(39].
The VS-MARC law accomplishes pitch angle control to  any given target value 
0*. As 0  and its derivatives tend to zero, the residual dynamics of the spacecraft 
are described by (4.16). Since the equihbrium  point {p,p) =  0) of the system  
(4.16) is exponentially stable, elastic modes asymptotically tend to zero and  thus 
the vibration of the fiexible appendages are suppressed.
4.4 Simulation Results
In this section, sim ulation results for the closed-loop system (4.2) w ith  the 
control law derived in Table 1 are presented using MATLAB and SIMULINK soft­
wares. Although, control law has been designed for the system  (4.4), the neglected 
nonlinear term  {p^Mpppip) was reintroduced for obtaining a realistic model of the 
spacecraft as given in  (4.2) for simulation. Since the derived VS-MRAC law is 
quite robust, a  lower order model of the spacecraft with N  = 1  (i.e., with only one 
fiexible mode) was used for the design of the control system. For this choice of 
design model, system  (4.18) is of dimension 4, th e  transfer function lV(s) has four
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poles and two zeros, u> G RP, and 9* E R^.
Since the elastic spacecraft model is of infinite dimension and control system 
design has been performed using a model with only one elastic mode, it is essential 
to examine th e  effect of unmodeled dynamics on the pitch angle response and 
stabihty of elastic modes. In order to include the effect of unmodeled dynamics, 
system (4.2) w ith  3 elastic modes ( i V  =  3) was simulated. It will be seen later that 
higher modes have insignificant effect on the responses and, therefore, an  8 th  order 
spacecraft m odel w ith s ta te  vector {xp,ip,pi,po,p3 , p i ,p 2 ,Pz) E is adequate for 
examining robustness to unmodeled elastic dynamics.
The spacecraft is assumed to be in a  circular orbit a t an attitude of 400(fcm). 
The param eters of the spacecraft given in Ref.[13] are used for simulation. Selected 
nominal param eters are J  =  3972[kg.rrF], J\, =  500[A;^.m-], p =  6/30[kg/Tn], 
C l  =  545[% .m ^/s], E l  =  1500[A;^.m^/s^], L  =  30[m ],r =  l[m]. The mode shapes 
(j)i{l — r) given in [30] are used to  compute the modal integral in (4.3). This 
calculation was done by SIMULINK, and it is show in Fig. 4.3. T he reference 
model is chosen as
where is 0.1. We choose L =  (s +  so th a t WmL  is SPR. For the
computation of Vmenn =  9^mn^ -> the nominal value of 9" E R® was arbitrarily  chosen 
as 9nom =  (0, . . . ,0 ,1)^ E R®. This is rather an unfavorable choice of estim ate of 
9*. In the sa tu ra tion  function, the boundary layer thickness was set to  e =  0.5. 
A simplified relay type controller was synthesized by using constant m odulation 
functions as /o =  A  =  1500. The param eter of the averaging filter was set to 
r  =  0.01. These feedback gains were selected after several trials and by observing 
simulated responses. In the figures, 0  and 0,- are denoted as and ym, respectively.
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A l. P itch angle control and elastic mode stabilization
Simulation was done using the reference model with A^- For controlling pitch 
angle to  0* =  l(ra d ) , see Fig 4.4, input r  to the reference input was set to  r  =  0*. 
The initial condition were assumed to  be z(0) =  i(0 ) =  0, 0m(0) =  0. Selected re­
sponses are shown in Fig. 4.5. Sm ooth control of pitch angle in about 50 seconds 
is observed and the vibration is suppressed in nearly 70 seconds. Interestingly, 
only pitch angle feedback is used for control, and it is seen th a t unmodeled dy­
namics do not destabilize the system . The maximum tracking error Cq =  0  — 0m 
(denoted as eom) and m axim um  control magnitude (denoted as Um) are 2.332[de^] 
and 51.8838[AT.m], respectively. The maximum appendage deflection is 4.0869[m]. 
The vibration of the appendage is shown in Fig. 4.6. The maximum value of the 
tip  point of the appendage is 4.0869[m]
A2. P itch  angle and elastic mode control: transient effect of perturbed param ­
eters
Although, adaptive controller accomplishes control for any set of spacecraft 
param eters, in order to  examine the effect of uncertain param eters on transient 
behavior of the system, ±50%  perturbation  in parameters and C l  were in­
troduced in model (4.2) for sim ulation. Responses were obtained for perturbations 
A Jt =  +50%, A p  =  —50%, and A C  I  =  —50% in the spacecraft param eters. 
Adaptive property of control system  is obvious from Fig. 4.7. In spite of uncer­
ta in ty  in the param eters, sm ooth control is accompUshed. The maximum absolute 
values are eom =  0.9166[de^] and Um =  27.0970[A/'.m]. The maximum appendage 
deflection is 3.9636[m]. T he response tim e for this case is about 170 seconds. The 
maximum value of the tip  vibration is 3.9636[m] as shown in Fig. 4.8.
A3. P itch  angle and elastic mode control: effect of dam ping param eter {Cl)
In order to  examine the  effect of dam ping coefficient C l ,  simulation was done
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Figure 4.6: T he vibration of the appendage for case A l
with reduced damping coefficient of value C l  =  545/2[fc^.m^/s], but the remaining 
param eters of case A l were retained. This value of C /  is 50% lower than  the value 
used in  case A l. As one would have expected, a  larger response time of the order 
150- 160 seconds was required for the stabilization of elastic modes in this case 
(Fig. 4.9). The maximum values were eom =  2.0326[de^] and  Um =  36.6379[Æm]. 
The maximum appendage deflection is 5.8655[m]. Prom Fig.4.10 one can find that 
the m axim um  value of the tip  vibration is 5.8655[m]
A4. P itch angle and elastic mode control: nonzero disturbance input.
To examine the robustness of control system  to disturbance input, d{t) (shown 
in Fig. 4.9) of mean value dAv  =  —5[A’.m] was generated by passing a  random 
signal though a filter of transfer function Td{s) =  l/(0 .5 s  4-1). See Fig. 4.11. The 
remaining param eters of case A l were retained. In spite  of the presence of the 
disturbance input, pitch angle control and vibration dam ping was accomplished. 
Maximum values were found to  be eom =  2.7007[de^] and Ujn =  57.1553[iV.m]. The 
maximum appendage deflection is 4.0943[m].
In th is case, a small steady-state error of —0.3[de^] due to  constant average 
value dAV was observed. This is caused due to  approxim ate control law which 
uses satu ration  functions instead of relays. However it should be noted th a t the
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Figure 4.8: The vibration of the appendage for case A2
steady-state tracking error can be reduced using larger m odulation fimctions. For 
reducing the tracking error, m odulation functions /o and f i  were increased from 
1500 to  5000, and simulation was done. In this case negligible steady-state error of 
value —Q.Ql[deg] was found, see Fig. 4.13. Only a  shght increase in control input 
was required compared to case A l. These responses are not shown here.
A5. Pitch angle and elastic mode control: slow command
A slow reference trajectory was generated by choosing Am =  0.05 ,see Fig. 4.14, 
in the reference model. Remaining parameters of case A l were retained for simula­
tion. In this case, larger pitch angle response tim e ( about 90 seconds) was required 
(Fig. 4.15), but the control m agnitude was smaller and maximum ampUtudes of 
elastic modes were also found to be smaller compared to case A l. Maximum values 
are eom =  0.7535[de^] and u  =  40.3591. The maximum appendage deflection is 
3.4649[m].
A6. Pitch angle and elastic mode regulation
For examining the pitch angle regulation capabUity of controller, a reference 
tra jectory  was generated using input r = rp* = 0  and ^(0) =  0m(O) =  —86 
[deg]. See Fig. 4.16. Remaining param eters and initial conditions of case A l 
were retained. Smooth regulation of pitch angle to  zero in about 60 seconds. The
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Figure 4.10: The vibration of the  appendage for case A3
maximum values were eom =  3.1[(ie^], Um =  66.9[A.m] and  the maximum deflection 
of the appendage is 5.26[m], (see Fig. 4.17).
Simulation result shows th a t the struc tu re  of adaptive controller has significant 
advantage over o ther adaptive schemes, since in this case controller param eter di­
vergence cannot occur. In the closed-loop system, pitch-angle tracked the reference 
trajectory, and stabilization of flexible modes was accomplished. Extensive sim­
ulation results were presented which showed good transient characteristics of the 
designed controller in spite of the presence of unmodeled dynamics, uncertainty  in 
system param eters, and disturbance input.
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Figure 4.13: Tracking error e when d  ^  0, /o =  / i  =  5000
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Figure 4.14: Sim ulation structure of case A5
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Sum m ary 
5.1.1 Rigid Spacecraft Control
In this thesis, a  new decoupling (feedback Unearizing) a ttitude control law was 
derived for the  a ttitu d e  control of spacecraft. Rodrigues and modified Rodrigues 
parameters were used, in C hapter 2, and Euler angles were used, in Chapter 3, to 
describe th e  a ttitu d e  of th e  spacecraft. The dynamics of spacecraft was assumed to 
be completely unknown and disturbance torque was assumed to be present in the 
model. Based on certain results firom singularly perturbed systems, a control input 
was designed which is an  output of a dynamic feedback system. Only feedback 
of the tracking error was needed for the synthesis of the attitude controller and 
the m easurem ent of the angular velocity was not required. Simplicity in imple­
mentation o f the  controller is an attractive feature of the control law. Simulation 
results were presented to  show th a t smooth decoupled regulation of a ttitude can 
be accomplished in the closed-loop system in spite of the unknown dynamics of 
the spacecraft.
5.1.2 Flexible Spacecraft Control
Based o n  the  variable structure model reference adaptive control theory, a new 
control law for the  control of a ttitude of a flexible spacecraft was presented. In the 
spacecraft m odel, unstructured nonlinearity, unm odeled dynamics and disturbance
69
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input were assumed to be present. A variable structure model reference adaptive 
control system  was synthesized using only measurement on the pitch angle and 
measurement of elastic deform ation was not needed for control. Interesting, unlike 
usual adaptive controller, the derived VS-MRAC system  does not have integral 
type adaptation law for updating the  parameters of controller. This structure of 
adaptive controller has significant advantage over other adaptive schemes, since 
in this case controller param eter divergence cannot occur. In the closed-loop sys­
tem. pitch-angle tracked the reference trajectory, and stabilization of flexible modes 
was accomplished. Extensive sim ulation results were presented which showed good 
transient characteristics of the designed controller in spite of the presence of un­
modeled dynamics, uncertainty in system  parameters, and disturbance input.
5.2 Future Work
There are several interesting questions which are im portan t and require fur­
ther research. The effect of sensor noise and actuator satu ration  and nonlinearity 
must be examined. Since control law is to be synthesized using digital computer, 
the digital implementation of control law should be examined. The control law 
derived for the flexible spacecraft is for the single axis control. It will be interest­
ing to extend the approach of this thesis for coupled three axis a ttitude control 
and vibration damping of flexible appendages. Furthermore, the design approach 
should be extended for control of spacecraft of other configurations.
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A PPEN D IX  I
Proof of Theorem 1:
First we note that along the tra jecto ry  of the reduced system (2.24) and the 
boundary-layer system (2.29), one has
W i =  z^Q^AsZ +  =  - | | z | |2  ( a . / . l )
=  (fQ 2(z)A /(z)77-hfA /(z)Q 2(z)^)/e (n./.2)
where it is assumed th a t for th e  com putation of (a.i.2), the slow variable z is 
treated frozen in Qg-
For the composite Lyapunov function W  there exist constants a and b such 
th a t for all ^ E Br
a U f  < W { z , f , )  < b U f
where Q =  diag{Qi,Q2 {z)),a = { inf iXminiQ)) , ^  E Br},  and b = {sup{\maxiQ)) ,
^  G Br}- Here Amm(Q)[Amox(Q)l denote minimum [maximum] eigenvalue of Q. 
Differentiating W  along the solution of (2.23) emd (2.28), gives
W  =  z ^(QiAs  +  As'^Qi)z  -I- 2z'^QiBa{z)fj 
+[^^(Q 2-A / Af^Q2)fjfe]
— + - ^ { A s Z  4- Bafj)] 4- f j^Q2 {z)fj
where Ba =  {Bs ,0) ,Bf  =  [ 1 , 0 ^ , Q 2 {z) =  diag{kD*,0) and  the derivative of the 
element dij* of D* in the ith  row and th e  j t h  column is d i f  {z) =  {AsZ+Baij).
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The function Q 2 { z ) , Q 2 { z , f j ) ,  B a { z ) , h { z , t ) ,  and A f { z )  are sm ooth functions. 
Therefore for ^ E Br,  there exist constants ai{i =  1 ,2 ,3) such that
d h
\\QiBa{z) — {Q2 { z ) B f — {t,z)Ai)^\ \  < OL2 (a ./.3 )
\\Q2 {z,fi) — 2 Q 2 { z ) B f — {t,z)Ba{z)\\ < ora
Then using (a.I.l), (a.1.2), and th e  bounds (a.1.3), one has
W  < - | |z |p  - e " V l l ^ ! P  +  2(o:i +a2)||z ||||i7 ll + a 3 # l |"  (a ./.4 )
where p '  =  {m/(Amm(B2(z})),Ç G Br}. 
Using (a.1.4) gives
(a.7.5)
where
L  = 1 —(cki +  0 C2 )
— ( o r i + a a )  p*e~  ^— oc2
In view of (a.1.5), W{z,  fj) is a  negative definite function for all Ç G Br if
{p*€  ^— 0 3 ) >  4- 0:2)^
i.e. e < p'"/[as 4- (0:2 4- 0:3 )^ ] =  e*
Therefore, W (z, ^) <  0 for all nonzero vectors Ç G Br if e <  e*. This estabUshes 
exponential stability of the origin ^ =  0 .
Now following [45], in Theorem  1 a  positive num ber m  is chosen as
m  =  r(a/b) i  < r
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Then one can also show th a t the solution of (2.23) and (2.28) b eginning a t Ç(O) €  
Bm satisfies
IK(()II <  ((>/<i)4||«0)||e2;p[-(A™ „(t)/26)fl 
for all t >  0. This establishes Theorem 1.
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APPENDIX II
Analysis of the Flexible Spacecraft System for Different Number of Modes
1. Mode N  = 1
For the sim ulation structiue shown in Fig. 4.3, the matrices in (4.3) have the 
values:
^FTpp(ixi) ~  139.92 
— 728.8227 
Qv(ixi) — 5.8987 
^pp(ixi) ~  16.2348
Substituting these value in (4.5), we have 
M  = J  +  2Ji 4472 728.8227 '728.8227 139.92
C  =  diagiQ, Cpp) =  diag(0,5.8987) 
K  =  diag{0, Kpp) = diag{Q, 16.2348) 
The inverse m atrix  of M  is
=
0.0015 -0 .0077
-0 .0077 0.0473
Substituting these matrices in (4.2) we have
_  f  0 0.0455 W  ^  \  /
I  0 -0 .279 j [ p  r [
0 0.1252 
0 -0 .768 ).( ; X :
0
0015 -0.0077
0.0077 0.00473
A
A
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Let X  =  . Then one can obtain
0 0 \
1.1252 0.0455
0 1X  =
( ° 10 0
p 0 0
\ p ) 1 0 0
( t \ /  0 0 \
ij; 0.0015 -0.0077
p
+ 0 0
\  p J 1 -0 .0077  0.0473 /
If we assume that A =  A  =  0, the transfer function of this system is
0.0015s- +  0.0001s 4- 0.0002^  = 
ÎZ-J-
The zeros of the system are
s2(s2 + 0 .2 7 9 s +  0.768)
-12 =  -0 .0333  ± i0 .3 6 3 6
and the poles are
Pi =  P2 =  0
P3.4 =  -0 .1395  ± i0 .8 6 5 2
So this system  is a minimum phase system.
2. Mode N  = 2
Similar to the calculation we have done in section 1, for iV =  2 we have
P P ( 2 x 2 )
139.9239 -331.9994
-331.9994 819.2136
^^(2x1)
728.8227
-1.6635
^ P P ( 2 x 2 )
5.8987 -15 .7298
-15.7298 94.3786
K,
Ut +  A
A
16.2348 -43.2929
pp(2x2) -  -43.2929 259.7576
Let X =  [i},'tp,Pi,pi,P2 , p 2 ]^, and assume A =  0 and A  =  [Ai, A 2]^ =  [0,0]^,
similarly, we can obtai n the  transfer function for m ode N  = 2
^  0.0019s‘^  +  0.0033s^ +  0.0092s^ +  0.0009s +  0.0012
Ur ~  s2(s^ +  2.3815s3 +  7.1380s2 +  3.2122s +  4.4208)
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The zeros of the system  are
- 1.2 =  -0.8421 ±72.1643 
33.4 =  -0 .0263 ±70.3689
and the poles are
Pi =  P2 =  0
P3.4 =  -0 .1386 ±70.8626
P3.6 =  -1 .0521 ±72.1643
So this system  is a  minimum phase system.
Comparing the poles obtained for 77 =  2 and for N  = I, we can find that pi 
to  P4 are almost the same. For N  = 2 , the two ex tra  poles ps and pe are relatively 
far away from the im aginary axis. So these two poles do not affect the system as 
much as the other four poles. In another words, poles p i  to p 4  are the d o m inant 
poles.
3. Mode N  = 3
In this situation, we let x  = [i/', i^’,P i,P i,P 2,P2 ,P 3,P 3]^, assume A  =  0 and 
A  =  [Ai, A 2 , fx iV  =  [0 ,0 , 0]^ we can get the transfer function for mode N  = 3
0  0.0019s® +  0.0383s® +  0.1203s'* +  0.2356s® +  0.3361s® +  0.0392s +  0.0359
Ur ~  s®(s® +  16.0224s5 +  77.0218s4 ±  189.1481s® +  314.776s2 +  179.9602s +  165.1364)
The zeros of the system  are
31,2 =  -0 .8265 ±71.9646
33,4 =  -0 .0167  ± 7 0 .3 5 4 6
35 =  —9.3056
36 =  -3.9029
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and the  poles are
Pi =  P2 =  0
P3,4 =  -0 .1386 ±70.8627
P5.6 =  -1 .0459 ±72.1593
P7 =  -9.8311
Ps =  —3.8224
So this system is a  minimum phase system.
Comparing the poles obtained for AT =  3 and N  =  2 , we can find tha t pi to 
Pq are almost the same. For N  = 3 the two extra poles pr and ps are relatively 
far away from the imaginary axis. Besides pr,ps and Z5, zq are very close, so their 
contribution on system  response is almost canceled.
From this analysis, one concludes th a t the higher modes of the system have 
insignificant effect and, therefore, those modes can be neglected for control system 
design.. This also can be seen from the simulation results in Chapter 4.
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